
OFFICE BROKERAGE TEAM 

 

CLIENT:  Mulkey, Inc. 

LOCATION:  Multiple 

REAL ESTATE TYPE:  Office 

SERVICES PROVIDED:  Tenant Representation 

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  30,000 

 

OVERVIEW: 
Mulkey, Inc. is a multi-disciplined civil and environmental engineering firm, whose  mission is to enhance the quality 

of life within our communities by providing innovative engineering and environmental solutions.  Rich Commercial 

Realty (RCR) has been privileged to have Mulkey as one if its valued c lient’s for over a decade.  We have represented 

the company in transactions in seven cities across four states including:  NC- Raleigh, Cary, Charlotte; SC - Columbia, 

Myrtle Beach; Georgia- Atlanta, and Florida- Jacksonville.   

 

RESULTS: 

Many of these were consulting assignments that required evaluation of new properties for opening a branch office,  

renewing lease versus relocation, taking advantage of a short term sublease in a Class A office building, a short term 

leased facility for a project management contract, and consulting on various other projects including a potential sale of 

an existing facility and lease with a new owner.   These varied assignments have allowed us to clearly understand the 

operational goals of Mulkey, and better position RCR to continue to add value in the future. 

 

VALUE ADDED: 

In each assignment, RCR  has taken on an advisory role and has been able to creatively add value to Mulkey.           

Recognizing the tremendous costs associated with relocating an office, we have strategically used time to leverage 

Mulkey’s negotiating position, which has resulted in better economic and non-economic terms for the company. 
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“We never hesitate to recommend Rich 
Commercial     Realty Team.  They help 
us understand options and                  
negotiate the best possible terms      
obtainable to our advantage and are 
always responsive with answers that 
work for us.” 

 

—Jill Wells Heath, CEO 


